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Abstract

Surface reconstructions occurring on the (0001) surface of wurtzite GaN are studied using scanning tunneling
microscopy, electron diffraction, and Auger electron spectroscopy. The family of reconstructions found on this face
includes 2×2, 5×5, 6×4, and ‘1×1’, in order of increasing surface Ga/N ratio. Detailed experimental results are
presented for each of these reconstructions. First-principles total energy calculations are employed to identify possible
model structures. An adatom model, with N-adatoms occupying H3 sites, is proposed for the 2×2 reconstruction. A
model composed of N adatoms, Ga adatoms, and Ga vacancies is proposed for the 5×5 reconstruction. © 1999
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Density functional calculations; Gallium nitride; Low-index single crystal surface; Reflection high-energy electron
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1. Introduction diffraction symmetries other than 1×1 have been
reported, but the nature of these reconstructions

A large amount of research has been aimed at was completely unknown [4–10]. Recently, how-
studying both the structural and electronic proper- ever, two classes of surface reconstructions were
ties of wurtzite GaN surfaces. Several prior studies identified, corresponding to the two inequivalent
have reported that these surfaces do not polar faces of wurtzite GaN, the (0001) or Ga
reconstruct, as compared to the more traditional face, and the (0001:) or N face [11,12]. Scanning
and analogous III–V semiconductor surfaces such tunneling microscopy (STM), reflection high
as GaAs(111)A and (111)B, both of which exhibit energy electron diffraction (RHEED), and theoret-
a number of reconstructions, depending on the ical total energy calculations were all essential in
surface stoichiometry [1–3]. However, a variety of the classification of these reconstructions. Those

occurring on the N face, 1×1, 3×3, 6×6, and
* Corresponding author. c(6×12), have already been described in detail
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[13,14]. In this article, we discuss the reconstruc- rent of 0.075 nA and at various sample voltages
tions occurring on the Ga face, which include specified below.
2×2, 5×5, 6×4, and ‘1×1’ (pseudo-1×1), listed We prepared the 2×2 reconstruction by nitrid-
in order of increasing surface Ga concentration. ing the Ga face at about 600°C [11,12]. The 5×5
In the section on ‘1×1’ (Section 3.4), we introduce reconstruction is obtained by annealing the Ga
in addition a fifth and especially novel reconstruc- face at 750°C, depositing 1/2 ML of Ga, then
tion which we conclude has 5.08×2.54-R20° sym- re-annealing the surface to about 700°C. The sur-
metry. The theory section (Section 4) forming the face obtained by annealing at 750°C alone is found
latter part of the paper describes in detail model to be disordered, but the Ga deposition and
structures for the 2×2 and 5×5. Finally, while re-annealing process stabilizes the surface via the
this paper is meant to provide a comprehensive 5×5 reconstruction. The 6×4 is formed by depos-
discussion of all the Ga-face reconstructions, we ited 1/2 ML of Ga on to the 5×5 and then briefly
also refer the reader to two additional papers that heating the surface up to 700°C. Ga deposition
focus particularly on the 2×2 and ‘1×1’ recon- alone will not produce the 6×4, suggesting that
structions [15,16 ]. the formation of the 6×4 must involve extensive

rearrangement of surface atoms. Surfaces showing
clear 6×4 RHEED patterns obtained in this

2. Experimental manner, however, are also found to containing
large domains of 5×5, as shown in Fig. 1 below.

These experiments are performed in a combina- The ‘1×1’ structure can be formed in several ways,
tion growth and analysis system. Samples are one of which is by depositing about 1 ML of Ga
prepared by MBE using an r.f. plasma source to on to the 6×4, followed by a rapid anneal to
activate the N2 molecules. When GaN growth is 700°C. Another way to form the ‘1×1’ is to
initiated directly on sapphire substrates, as terminate the growth of GaN under slightly
described in detail elsewhere [13], the film is found Ga-rich growth conditions. As in the sample cools,
to be N-polar (the surface is N face). However, the entire surface can become ‘1×1’, although
smooth GaN films grown by metal organic chemi- 5×5 and 6×4 may also be observed, depending
cal vapor deposition (MOCVD) have been found

on the precise amount of Ga present on the surface.to be Ga-polar (surface is Ga face) [17–19]. To
prepare the Ga-face reconstructions, therefore, we
use an MOCVD-grown GaN/sapphire film as an

3. Results and discussionatomic-scale template. This template is first cleaned
with solvents and then loaded into the MBE

We find that atomically flat, reconstructed sur-chamber where it is exposed to a nitrogen plasma
faces are common for the Ga face just as they areat the typical growth temperature of 750°C for
for the N face [12]. This is illustrated in Fig. 1,about 5 min prior to opening the Ga shutter to
where three adjacent terraces are observed, sepa-begin the GaN growth. In order to study the
rated by single bilayer-height steps. This imagesurface reconstructions using STM, we find it
also illustrates 5×5 and 6×4 reconstructionsnecessary to dope the film with Si. The doping is
co-existing on the same surface. In this image,stopped a few minutes prior to terminating the
both 5×5 and 6×4 are observed on the upperfilm growth, after which the various reconstruc-
terrace (at left), 6×4 on the middle terrace, andtions are prepared on the fresh surface, as
5×5 on the lower terrace. The 6×4 is a fairlydescribed below. Samples ready for investigation
well-ordered, row-like structure, resulting in theare transferred through a UHV gate valve into the
appearance of different rotational domains,adjoining analysis chamber, which includes STM,
illustrated in Fig. 1 as R1, R2 and R3. While thelow energy electron diffraction (LEED) and Auger
5×5 does not show such large domains, it doeselectron spectroscopy (AES). The base pressure in
turn out to be an ordered structure, as discussedthe analysis chamber is 6×10−11 Torr. STM

images were acquired with a constant tunnel cur- below.
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Fig. 1. STM image of Ga face showing 5×5 and 6×4 reconstructions. The three terraces are separated by single bilayer-height steps
(1 bilayer=2.59 Å). R1, R2, and R3 indicate three different rotational domains of the row-like 6×4 reconstruction. Sample bias=
−1 V; tunnel current=0.075 nA. The image is displayed with a local area background subtraction.

We have performed AES on all of the surface for the Ga-face reconstructions show a wide varia-
tion. The 5×5 and 6×4 reconstructions havereconstructions for both the Ga face and the N

face [16 ]. Results for just the Ga-face reconstruc- ratios in the range of 0.7–0.9. The nitrided 2×2
has a slightly smaller ratio, and the three differenttions are shown in Fig. 2 where the Ga/N Auger

intensity ratio is plotted for the different recon- ‘1×1’ surfaces have much larger ratios. Although
we do not consider these data for Auger ratios tostructions. The scale on the right is the correspond-

ing number of Ga monolayers on top of the be a completely reliable predictor of surface stoi-
chiometry, the qualitative ordering of Ga surfaceGa-terminated bilayer, based on a computation of

Auger intensity ratios [16 ]. The Ga/N Auger ratios coverage shown in Fig. 2 does provide some guid-
ance in determining structural models.

3.1. 2×2 reconstruction

Fig. 3 shows an STM image of the 2×2 recon-
struction, prepared by nitriding the Ga face at
about 600°C. This image was acquired at negative
sample bias. Imaging at positive sample bias was
not successful, suggesting a semiconducting sur-
face. Not surprisingly, much of the surface is
disordered, consistent with the fact that the 1

2
-order

diffraction lines seen in RHEED are not very sharp
Fig. 2. Ga/N Auger intensity ratios for various reconstructions

[12]. However, small domains of well-ordered 2×2on the Ga face. The scale on the right shows the corresponding
reconstruction are seen throughout the image.number of Ga adlayers, derived from a numerical simulation

of Auger intensities. From the total energy calculations for the Ga face,
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Fig. 3. STM image of nitrided surface showing small ordered areas of 2×2 reconstruction. Sample bias=−2.0 V; tunnel current=
0.075 nA; gray scale range=3.0 Å.

two different 2×2 structures are found to be well-ordered, we consider it unreliable to determine
its stoichiometry from these Auger measurements.energetically favorable within a certain range of

Besides forming the 2×2 by nitridation, wethe allowed Ga chemical potential: the N adatom
have found a second method for producing at(T4) 2×2 [13]. The fact that this 2×2 is formed
2×2 on the Ga face [11]. This method requiresby nitridation suggests that what we observe is the
first preparing the 5×5 reconstruction, asN adatom 2×2. In terms of Ga/N Auger ratios,
described below, and then slowly heating this 5×5we expect values of 0.52 for the N adatom 2×2
until the 1

5
-order diffraction lines disappear. Afterand 0.62 for the Ga adatom 2×2. The observed

cooling the sample, weak 1
2
-order diffraction linesvalue is 0.62, as shown in Fig. 2, suggesting the

possibility of the Ga adatom 2×2. However, since are observed. STM imaging of such a surface,
however, shows only small remnant patches ofmuch of our nitrided 2×2 surface is clearly not
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5×5 surrounded by disordered regions. Since these the image in all three of the 112:0� directions.
One 5×5 unit cell is marked in the image.disordered regions comprise most of the surface,

it is difficult to locate any ordered 2×2 domains. Typically, four topographic maxima are observed
within each unit cell. However, the height andConsequently, we do not know whether the 2×2

prepared by annealing the 5×5 is the same struc- shape of these maxima vary from one unit cell to
the next. This lack of translational equivalence isture as that prepared by nitridation.

As discussed elsewhere [15], a number of even more evident at negative sample bias, when
the topographic maxima appear to be groupedauthors have reported stable 2×2 reconstructions

during MBE growth of GaN. However, we have together on the surface into pairs, or in some
cases, triplets. The more common pair featuresfailed to obtain such a RHEED pattern during

growth despite an extensive search using different have a specific rotational orientation, namely along
one of the 112:0� directions, with the particulargrowth temperatures and nitrogen sources [15].

We can obtain a 2×2 pattern by interrupting the orientation varying randomly over the surface.
To understand the symmetry of the 5×5, it isGa flux during growth, but not during steady state

growth conditions. For this reason, we have sug- useful to analyze simultaneously acquired dual
bias data, as shown in Fig. 5. First, a triangulargested that the 2×2 arrangements observed during

growth by other groups may be of extrinsic origin, 5×5 lattice is overlaid on the both images, dividing
each unit cell into two triangular halves. The latticeinvolving the presence of unintentional atoms,

such as As or Mg, in the growth chamber [15]. is adjusted such that the vertices coincide with
topographic maxima seen at positive sample bias.
Since these maxima lie at the corners of the unit3.2. 5×5 reconstruction
cell, they comprise just one out of the four maxima
per unit cell. The maxima on the edges of the unitCompared to reconstructions found on the N

face, the Ga face 5×5 is strongly bias-dependent, cell comprise two out of the four, and the fourth
maximum lies near the center of the unit cell. Twosuggestive of a semiconducting surface. Shown in

Fig. 4 is a pair of STM images of the 5×5 recon- of the four maxima also appear at a negative
sample bias as a pair, always on the same half ofstruction acquired at positive sample bias (empty

states) in (a), and negative sample bias (filled the unit cell.
The exact atomic registry of the four maximastates) in (b), from nearby surface locations. At a

positive sample bias, the unit cells of the 5×5 can is determined by overlaying the two images with
primitive 1×1 lattices. The results are synthesizedbe readily identified by the dark trenches traversing

Fig. 4. Simultaneously acquired dual bias images of the 5×5 reconstruction. Sample biases are +1.0 V and −1.0 V with gray scale
ranges of 0.5 Å and 0.9 Å for (a) and (b), respectively.
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Fig. 5. Simultaneously-acquired dual bias images of the 5×5 reconstruction. Sample biases are +2.0 and −2.0 V with gray scale
ranges of 0.5 and 0.6 Å for (a) and (b), respectively. A 5×5 grid is superimposed on each image with the corners located on the
bright features seen in (a). Shown in (c) is the same 5×5 grid where the underlying primitive lattice is shown in empty circles. Black
circles are T4 adatom sites. Dark-gray circles are H3 adatom sites. Light-gray circles are DB (dangling bond) sites. The small diamond
shapes represent the basic structural unit for the 5×5, which is found in three possible orientations throughout the surface.

into a single schematic diagram, shown in Fig. 5c. domly across the surface, the largest single 5×5
domain is only a few unit cells in size. We shouldIf the maxima at the corners of the 5×5 units cells

correspond to T4 sites, then the maxima of the note that different site assignments to those given
above can be derived by shifting the lattice over-pair features correspond to H3 sites. The one

remaining maximum per unit cell is then a DB lays. For example, if the overlays are shifted by 2
3(dangling bond) site. One can now define the basic a along a [11:00] direction, the T4 site becomes the

structural unit for each unit cell of the 5×5 as one DB site, the H3 site becomes the T4 site, and the
T4 site, one pair of H3 sites, and one DB site DB site becomes the H3 site. In terms of specific
(shown connected by the small diamond shape). structural models, the results in Fig. 5c are very
As can be seen from Fig. 5c, the surface is com- suggestive of adatoms (in H3 and T4 sites) of the
posed entirely of these structural units. Since the surface, with three adatoms per 5×5 unit cell. The

DB site is located at a Ga rest atom, althoughrotational orientation of these units varies ran-
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position of this corrugation maxima could also maxima do not appear, but the rows are still
clearly defined by a line of dark features havingconceivably be consistent with an additional

adatom (H3 or T4) in each unit cell. Such a sparse the same 4× spacing.
Although the 6×4 forms large rotationalarrangement of adatoms (three or four per 5×5

cell ) implies the existence of additional structural domains, within these domains, there is often a
variation in the local symmetry. For example,units, such as vacancies. Also, some such addi-

tional structural unit is required to satisfy electron consider two adjacent rows of this structure. The
counting. Possible structural models for the 5×5 spacing between the rows is 6×(E3/2)×a, whereas
are further discussed in Section 4. the spacing between features along the row is 4×a.

The consistency of these spacings results in a clear
3.3. 6×4 reconstruction 6×4 RHEED pattern. However, a local domain

of true 6×4 reconstruction only occurs if the
Fig. 6 shows high-resolution views of the upper second row is shifted relative to the first by an

terrace of the surface shown in Fig. 1 at both odd number m×a. If the second row is shifted
positive sample bias and negative sample bias. As relative to the first by an even number n×a, then
with the 5×5, the row-like 6×4 structure shows a different local symmetry will occur.
a strong bias dependence, again suggesting a semi- One can also see from Fig. 6 that the 6×4
conducting surface. At a positive sample bias, each appears topographically lower, on average, than
row is clearly defined by a line of bright features the 5×5. This is counter-intuitive since the 6×4
spaced 4×a (a=3.19 Å) apart along the [112:0] is formed by adding Ga to the 5×5. One possible
direction, except where a structural defect breaks explanation is that the height difference is

electronic in nature. However, this seems insuffi-the periodicity. At negative sample bias, these

Fig. 6. Dual bias images of the 5×5 and 6×4 reconstructions. The average height difference between the two reconstructions is 0.3 Å
for empty states (+1.0 V sample voltage) shown in (a) and 0.4 Å for filled states (−1.0 V sample voltage) shown in (b), with the
5×5 being higher in each case. In both images, the total gray scale range is about 1.3 Å.
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cient to explain the difference since the 5×5 is
higher than the 6×4 at both positive sample bias
(by 0.3 Å) and negative sample bias (by 0.4 Å). A
second possibility is based on our observation,
shown below, that 6×4 surfaces contain not only
5×5 but also ‘1×1’. This latter structure is known
to contain much more Ga compared to the other
reconstructions, as measured by AES. The fact
that all three reconstructions are found together
suggests that the 5×5 and 6×4 may not be very
different from each other in terms of energy, and
possibly also Ga coverage. The ‘1×1’, however,
might be energetically much more favorable, effec-
tively acting as a Ga ‘sink’. In any case, it is hard
to imagine that the 6×4 could contain less Ga
than the 5×5. The additional Ga in the 6×4 could
form a structural arrangement allowing denser
packing of Ga compared to the 5×5. The observed
height difference might then be explained by a
combination of both structural and electronic
effects. We return to this point in Section 4.

Fig. 7 illustrates the bias dependence of the
6×4; each pair of images is acquired simulta-
neously at opposite biases. Images are shown with
positive sample bias on the left and negative sample
bias on the right. From top to bottom, the images
are shown as a function of decreasing bias magni-
tude. At larger biases, the single bright maxima
are the dominant features at positive sample bias;
these features become weaker with decreasing bias.
(There is a slight elongation of the bright maxima
seen in empty states. This is apparently due to a
small tip asymmetry but does not introduce any
major artifact into the data.) As they become
weaker, a ring-like structure appears for every unit
cell, and at the lowest bias (0.5 V ), only the

Fig. 7. Simultaneously acquired dual bias images of the 6×4features comprising this ring structure are visible.
reconstruction. Sample biases are +2.0 and −2.0 V for (a) andAt negative sample bias, there is not as much (b), +1.5 and −1.5 V for (c) and (d), +1.0 and −1.0 V for

voltage-dependence; however, more structure is (e) and (f ), and +0.5 and −0.5 V for (g) and (h), respectively.
evident, and at the lowest bias, the image is very Similarly, gray-scale ranges are 1.1 and 0.7 Å for (a) and (b),

1.1 and 0.8 Å for (c) and (d), 1.1 and 0.9 Å for (e) and (f ), andsimilar to the corresponding image at positive
1.3 and 1.3 Å for (g) and (h).sample bias.

Structural models for the 6×4 must take into
account this strong bias dependence. Fig. 8 shows perfect 6×4 symmetry. The ring-like structures

seen at positive sample bias are reminiscent of theanother pair of simultaneously acquired dual bias
images of the 6×4, where the resolution is some- ring structures of the 6×6 reconstruction on the

N face [14]. However, the N face 6×6 ring struc-what better compared to the images shown in
Fig. 7. Additionally, this local area has almost tures appear at both biases, indicating a metallic
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Fig. 8. Simultaneously acquired dual bias images of the 6×4 reconstruction overlaid with 6×4 grids. Sample biases and gray-scale
ranges are +1.0 V and 1.2 Å for (a) ( left) and −1.0 V and 0.8 Å for (b) (right).

surface. In the case here of the 6×4, images at 6×4, by the meandering black and white boundary
(a result of the split gray scale display), whichopposite biases look completely different, with no

sign of ring structures at negative sample bias. marks the location of the step edge. The height of
this step measures 2.6 Å, so it is a single bilayerMoreover, we note by overlaying a 6×4 grid on

the image that maxima at a positive sample bias step. The somewhat heavier black and white
boundary marks the location of the step separatingcorrelate with minima at a negative sample bias,

and vice versa. For a semiconducting surface, as the middle terrace from the upper terrace. The
upper terrace is ‘1×1’. The height of the step upthis 6×4 seems to be, we expect that the electron

counting rule will be followed fairly closely. It is from 6×4 to ‘1×1’ measures 4.6 Å, which is equal
to one bilayer (2.6 Å) plus 2.0 Å. The extra 2.0 Åclear that the basic structural unit that comprises

the 6×4 structure is quite complicated, likely is the difference between the 6×4 and the ‘1×1’
if they were both on the same terrace. Such ‘1×1’involving more than simply adatoms and/or vacan-

cies on the surface. At this time, we do not offer domains surrounded by 6×4 on the same terrace
have been found, and their step height agrees veryany specific structural model for this re-

construction. well with this value [16 ].
In a previous paper, we demonstrated that the

‘1×1’ consists of a double layer of Ga on top of3.4. ‘1×1’ reconstruction
the Ga-terminated bilayer [16 ]. This conclusion
was based on STM, LEED, RHEED, and AESThe ‘1×1’ reconstruction, with quotation

marks, is so called because of the fact that it is measurements as well as theoretical calculations.
One of the key aspects of the ‘1×1’ is that satellitenot a true 1×1 for a number of reasons, which

have been discussed previously [11,12,16 ]. This peaks split off from the integral order peaks are
observed in diffraction. Such peaks are suggestivereconstruction is the most Ga-rich structure occur-

ring on the Ga face. Using the preparation pro- of a discommensurate surface structure. High-
resolution STM measurements on this ‘1×1’ sur-cedures described in Section 2, we often find

regions of ‘1×1’ co-existing with 5×5 and 6×4, face, however, do not reveal a contracted lattice
but rather one whose spacing is in agreement withas shown in Fig. 9. Three adjacent terraces are

displayed there using a split gray scale that brings the surface lattice constant of GaN (3.19 Å). The
explanation for these two disparate observationsout the details of the features on each terrace. The

lowest terrace, at left and top center of the image, is that the ‘1×1’ is in a fluid-like state at room
temperature so that the STM measurements (whichcontains both 5×5 and 6×4. This lower terrace

is delineated from the middle terrace, which is all were done at room temperature) yield the lattice
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Fig. 9. STM image of Ga face showing 5×5, 6×4, and ‘1×1’ reconstructions on three different terraces. The image is displayed with
split gray scales to bring out the contrast on each terrace. The lowest terrace has both 5×5 and 6×4 domains. A single bilayer step
running approximately from lower left to upper right separates the lowest terrace (at left) from the middle terrace, which is 6×4.
The upper terrace (at lower right) is all ‘1×1’ except near the step edges, where a different reconstruction appears. The gray scale
ranges are 2.2, 1.4, and 1.4 Å for the lowest, middle, and upper terraces, respectively, with step height differences of 2.6 Å between
the lowest and middle terraces and 4.6 Å between the middle and upper terraces. The sample bias is −1.5 V.

spacing of the underlying Ga-terminated bilayer of a very well-ordered reconstruction. The recon-
struction appears as rows of pairs of brightdue to an averaging effect while the diffraction

sees also the contracted layer [16 ]. maxima. It is straightforward to draw the unit cell
for this reconstruction; this unit cell is indicatedWhile STM images of the ‘1×1’ typically

appear featureless (except at very high resolution), on the image. Next, the size of the unit cell is
measured. The long side measures 5.08a, whereit is not uncommon to observe small domains of

a different reconstruction near the edges of the a=3.19 Å is the GaN lattice constant, and the
short side measures 2.54a. Since a 5.08×2.54‘1×1’ domains. Such features are clearly observ-

able on the upper terrace of the image shown in reconstruction is not related in any simple way to
the underlying GaN surface unit cell, one possi-Fig. 9. Unfortunately, there is not enough recon-

struction present in this image to permit its identi- bility is that the lateral length calibration of the
STM is in error. For example, if the calculationfication. Occasionally, however, we find larger

domains. An example of this is shown in Fig. 10, constant were 18% too large, then this reconstruc-
tion would measure 6×3. However, the lateralwhich is a high-resolution view of a reconstruction

found on an otherwise ‘1×1’ terrace. In this STM calibration for this particular STM tip is known
to within less than 2% by means of a separateimage, we observe two separate rotational domains
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tion pattern and is about 16% compared to the
lattice constant of GaN. This value indicates that
the double layer of Ga contracts to achieve an
interatomic separation close to that of atoms in
bulk Ga metal: about 2.7–2.8 Å. In fact, calcula-
tions performed for a free-standing hexagonal Ga
bilayer as a function of the hexagonal lattice
constant predict a minimum formation energy for
lattice constant of 2.7 Å [16 ]. Thus, the equilib-
rium in-plane spacing of a Ga bilayer bonded to
the Ga face may be reduced from the ideal value
(3.19 Å) by as much as 16%. We note that, on the
N face, the 1×1 Ga adlayer does not contract
laterally from the ideal separation because this
would necessitate a weakening of the very strong
N–Ga bonds between the Ga adlayer and the N
atoms. However, in the case of the ‘1×1’ structure
on the Ga face, the surface atoms do contract
laterally because the bonding between the Ga
adlayer and the Ga atoms in the substrate is
somewhat weaker. Assuming this model of a con-
tracted double layer is correct, then the reconstruc-
tion we observe in Fig. 10 agrees very well with a
6×3, relative to this contracted layer. By compar-
ing this reconstructed area to the surrounding
regions of 6×4, we find that the high-symmetry
directions for the reconstruction are rotated by
about 20° relative to the high-symmetry directions
of the GaN. Such a rotation is not unlikely since
discommensurate overlayers are well-known to
have their lattices rotated relative to the substrate
lattice. Thus, this reconstruction may be referred

Fig. 10. (a) STM image of two rotational domains of the to as 5.08×2.54-R20°.
5.08×2.54-R20° reconstruction found on a ‘1×1’ area. The Having found a plausible explanation for the
sample bias is +1.0 V and the gray-scale range is 0.7 Å. (b)

symmetry of this reconstruction, the next step isSchematic adatom model of the reconstruction shown in (a).
to identify a possible model structure and toUnit cells are indicated in both image and model.

understand the relationship of this structure to the
fluid-like ‘1×1’. One possibility is that thisatomic scale calibration (The lateral calibration of
5.08×2.54-R20° reconstruction is just the ‘1×1’the STM depends on the length of the probe tip,
slightly below its phase transition temperature, i.e.due to the bending motion of the tube scanner.)
when it transforms into a static, ordered state.There is one other intriguing explanation for
Since the melting point of bulk Ga metal is 29.8°C,the observed unit cell size. The diffraction results
it is possible that the ‘1×1’ is near such a transitionsuggest, as mentioned previously, that the ‘1×1’
at room temperature. It is also possible that theis a discommensurate structure consisting of a
freezing-in process could begin at step-edges, whichlaterally contracted double layer of Ga. The
would agree with the STM image of the ‘1×1’amount of lateral contraction is based on the

positions of the split-off peaks seen in the diffrac- terrace in Fig. 9. Another possibility is that the
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fluid-like ‘1×1’ is somehow stabilized by addi- For the (0001) surface, calculations of the sta-
tional Ga adatoms. Shown in Fig. 10b is a very bility of possible models indicate that a 2×2 N
simple adatom model, which agrees quite well with adatom structure could be stable under very N-rich
the STM image of Fig. 10a. In the framework of conditions [13]. Of all the structures examined to
the rotated (by 20°) and contracted ‘1×1’ lattice date, it is the most stable under N-rich conditions.
(shown in empty circles), the Ga adatoms in this In this structure, each N adatom is bonded to
model sit on every third site along both the three Ga atoms residing in the outer part of the
[112:0] and [11:00] directions. As can be seen from Ga–N bilayer. In each 2×2 cell, there is one N
the figure, the spacing between adatom sites adatom and one Ga rest atom. The Ga rest atom
alternates between a long and a short spacing transfers electrons to the N adatom, and the
along the [11:00] direction. This alternation gives structure is semiconducting. A schematic represen-
rise to the pairing effect seen in the STM image. tation of the structure is shown in Fig. 11. The
Corresponding unit cells are drawn on both the length of the bond between the N adatom and the
STM image and on the model for comparison. Ga atoms is 2.01 Å, about 4% longer than Ga–N

bond in the bulk (1.94 Å). The vertical height of
the N adatom is 1.15 Å above the plane defined

4. Theory by its three Ga neighbors. The N adatom adopts
a p3 bonding configuration, making ~90° bond

Total energy calculations have been performed angles with the underlying Ga atoms. Achieving
within the local density functional theory using this coordination while preserving an approxi-
first-principles pseudopotential methods for a mately bulk-like bond length between the adatom
number of possible GaN(0001) surface structures and the Ga atoms requires a very large relaxation
[13]. The calculations have been performed with of the Ga atoms. The three Ga atoms relax later-
a plane wave cut-off of 60 Ry and with the Ga 3d ally, towards the H3 position, by 0.19 Å and move
states included in the valence band. To sample the vertically (towards the adatom) by 0.24 Å. The Ga
Brillouin zone, two special k-points have been rest atom moves inwards by 0.35 Å. Thus, the
employed for structures with C3v symmetry and vertical buckling of the Ga plane is ~0.6 Å. This
an equivalent set for structures having a reduced

is about 90% of the vertical separation of neighbor-symmetry. We employ unit cells containing eight
ing (0001) planes in bulk GaN.layers of GaN and relax the top four layers in

The N adatom prefers the H3 site instead ofaddition to the adatoms. The N dangling bonds
the T4 site by a large amount: about 0.7 eV/(2×2on the [0001:] side of the slab are saturated by
cell ). A qualitatively similar result was obtainedfractionally charged H atoms. The relative stability

of possible structures is determined within the
thermodynamically allowed range of the Ga chemi-
cal potential: mGa(bulk)−DH<mGa<mGa(bulk). The
maximum chemical potential of Ga is the energy
per atom of bulk Ga: mGa(bulk). The minimum
chemical potential of Ga is mGa(bulk)−DH, where
DH is the heat of formation of GaN. Our calcula-
tions indicate that DH is equal to 0.9 eV, in good
agreement with the experimental value; 1.1 eV.
The chemical potential dependence of the GaN
surface energy for various structures has been
discussed previously [13]. Here, we will provide
additional information about the atomic structure
for the low-energy structures on the (0001) surface,
and make a few conjectures pertaining to possible Fig. 11. Schematic model of nitrogen H3 adatom structure. All

dimensions are given in angstroms.models for the 5×5 reconstruction.
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for the N adatom on the AIN surface where the
energy difference is 3.3 eV/(2×2 cell ) [20]. The
clear preference for the H3 site over the T4 site
has been attributed to large electrostatic repulsion
between the negatively charged N adatom and the
N atom in the second layer. This repulsion is
largest when the N adatom occupies the T4 site,
directly above the second layer N atom [20,21].
In the N–H3 adatom structure, we expect a large
tensile stress due to the N adatoms. The evidence
for this stress is the fact that the Ga–N bond

Fig. 12. Schematic model of gallium vacancy structure. Alllength (2.01 Å) is larger than the bulk bond length
dimensions are given in angstroms.(1.94 Å). A smaller in-plane lattice constant would

enable the Ga–N bond length to approach the
bulk value without inducing large strains in the coordinated is also contracted, but by a lesser
underlying layers. It is possible that the 5×5 amount (about 2%), and that the longitudinal
structure forms in order to relieve this stress by bond between the second and third layer atoms
incorporating Ga adatoms and Ga vacancies in are expanded.
the cell. These latter structures are not expected to The local disorder observed in the STM images
be under a large tensile stress. of the 5×5 structure appears to suggest that there

The Ga vacancy structure may be formed from is only a weak interaction between structural sub-
the N adatom structure by removal of one N units that comprise the structure. One possibility
adatom and one Ga atom from each 2×2 cell. for a structure built up out of weakly interacting
Thus, the two structures have the same stoichiome- units is a mixture of two N–H3 adatoms, one Ga–
try, and the difference in their formation energies

T4 adatom, and three Ga vacancies. In a 5×5 cell,is independent of the atomic chemical potential.
such a mixture would come close to satisfying theOur calculations show that the 2×2 Ga vacancy
electron counting rule, with the excess 3/4 electronreconstruction is 0.15 eV/(2×2 cell ) higher in
in each 5×5 cell occupying Ga dangling bonds. Itenergy than the N–H3 adatom structure, but in
is possible that a mixture of adatoms and vacanciesview of the small value of the energy difference, it
would be stabilized by a stress-relief mechanism.is conceivable that the vacancy can still play a role
As discussed above, we expect the energy ofon the GaN(0001) surface. In the vacancy recon-
N–H3 adatom structure to be reduced by astruction, there are equal numbers of threefold Ga
local contraction of the surface lattice constant.and N atoms. The electrons in the Ga dangling
This local contraction around the N adatoms couldbonds empty into the N dangling bonds and
be accomplished by including Ga vacancies andconsequently the Ga atoms relax inwards towards
adatoms in the cell. The viability of this mechanisman sp2 bonding configuration. This results in a
requires that the energy of the Ga vacancy andcontraction of the Ga–N bond lengths at the
adatom structures would be reduced, or at leastsurface, as shown in Fig. 12. The bond length
not increased, by a local expansion of the surfacebetween threefold coordinated atoms is contracted
lattice constant. Because of the small energyby about 4% compared to the bulk bond length,
difference between the adatom and vacancy struc-and the vertical separation of the top layer Ga
tures, a mixture of the two could be more stableand the second layer N decreases to 45% of the
than either structure itself. A possible arrangementbulk separation. The contraction of the bond
of N adatoms, Ga adatoms and Ga vacanciesbetween the threefold Ga and threefold N atoms
giving rise to a 5×5 cell is indicated in Fig. 13.is qualitatively similar to that found on the GaN
We note that this is a relatively open structure;(101:0) surface, where a 6% contraction was calcu-
convolution with an STM probe tip shape wouldlated [22]. Note that the bond between the surface

Ga and the second layer N atoms that are fourfold- tend to emphasize the adatoms height and diminish
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Fig. 13. Structural model for the 5×5 reconstruction. Ga ada-
Fig. 14. Schematic model of gallium T4 adatom structure. All

toms in T4 sites and N adatoms in H3 sites are shown by large
dimensions are given in angstroms.

black and large gray circles, respectively. The small open circles
in the diagram represent the Ga rest atoms in the second layer.
In the locations where the small open circles are missing, Ga
vacancies occur. The N atoms in the third layer are not shown.
The light-gray circle labelled DB (dangling bond) is a particular
Ga rest atom site. In an alternative model, this site could con-
ceivably contain another adatom in a nearby T4 or H3 site.

the presence of the holes created by the vacancies,
thus making the average surface height appear
relatively large. In contrast, the structure formed
in the 6×4 reconstruction, may be more closed
and compact. It would then appear in STM to be
lower than the 5×5, while still containing more
Ga atoms (and nominally the same amount of N

Fig. 15. Schematic model of gallium H3 adatom structure. Allatoms) than the 5×5, in agreement with the obser-
dimensions are given in angstroms.vations of Section 3.2.

The other structure having a 2×2 symmetry
that we find to be stable under more Ga-rich [15], it seems most likely that it corresponds to

the N-adatom model. However, the nitridationconditions is the Ga adatom. The calculations
indicate that the Ga adatom prefers the T4 site could be converting the surface from a Ga-rich

structure to a less Ga-rich structure, with the 2×2over the H3 site, but by only about 0.12 eV/(2×2
cell ). In the T4 site, the vertical height of the Ga being the Ga adatom.
adatom is 1.66 Å above the bulk Ga plane, and
the Ga–Ga bond length is 2.46 Å (see Fig. 14). In
the H3 site, the vertical height is 1.63 Å above the 5. Conclusions
bulk Ga plane, and the Ga–Ga bond length is
2.48 Å (see Fig. 15). The relatively small energy We have studied the surface reconstructions

which occur on the GaN(0001) surface using adifference between the two adsorption sites is a
consequence of the fact that the surface Ga–Ga combination of experimental and theoretical tech-

niques. We have found a family of reconstructions,bonds are non-polar. Thus, the Ga adatom is
charge-neutral on the (0001) surface, and does not including 2×2, 5×5, 6×4, and ‘1×1’. We have

successfully imaged the 2×2 only in filled states;experience a large electrostatic attraction to the
second-layer N atoms. Given that the 2×2 struc- therefore, this surface appears to be semiconduct-

ing in nature. We believe this 2×2 is most consis-ture seen in experiments is formed by nitridation
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